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A BSTRACT
Linking entities in free text to the referent knowledge base entries,
namely, entity linking is attractive because it connects unstructured data with structured knowledge. An essential part of this
task is the modeling of the entity. Several methods have been proposed to this problem, but they suffer from the sparseness problem. In this paper, we present a new approach to the entity modeling. This approach models an entity by leveraging extensive
entity-related corpus to overcome the sparseness, and alleviates
the data imbalance between popular and unpopular entities by
smoothing. Furthermore, we propose a novel model for the entity linking, which combines contextual relatedness and semantic knowledge. Experimental results on two benchmark data sets
show that our proposed approach outperforms the state-of-theart methods significantly.
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1

I NTRODUCTION

Bridging unstructured text with structured knowledge is widely needed in
many natural language processing and data mining tasks. In recent years,
as large scale knowledge bases (e.g. Wikipedia1 ) become available, the
1
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entity linking task, which links named entities in free text to the referent
knowledge base entries, is attracting more and more attentions.
The major challenge of entity linking is that in natural language a
name may refer to different entities in different contexts (i.e. the name
ambiguity). In the past, many disambiguation methods have been proposed and gained certain success[1–7]. An essential part of the task is
entity modeling. In previous methods, an entity is usually modeled as
bag-of-words to measure the contextual similarity between the entity and
the surrounding text. In the bag-of-words model, the entity is represented
in a term vector of the corresponding entity-description text (e.g. the
content of the entity’s Wikipedia page). The term here may indicate a
word, a named entity or a phrase. However, due to the limited amount of
the entity-description text, such model suffers from sparseness problem.
Therefore, additional features are incorporated to enhance this model,
such as Wikipedia category tags[1], topics[8–12] and neighboring entities[2, 13–18]. However, these features depend on specific knowledge
bases[1], need high complexity computation[13] and also suffer from the
sparseness problem.
On the other hand, a virtue of the modern knowledge bases (e.g.
Wikipedia, DBpedia[19], etc.) is that they contain not only large amount
of entities but also massive internal links. In Wikipedia, the number of
internal links is over 25 times as the number of articles2 . These links
directly lead a reader to the pages of the entities which are mentioned
in the article. Assuming that an entity is related to the text where it is
linked, all such texts can be harvested and combined as the training text
of this entity. Here we call the combined entity-related training text entity
document.
However, the above method brings a new problem: the data imbalance. Because popular entities are usually linked by more articles than
unpopular ones, the entity document size of the popular entities is much
bigger than the unpopular entities. This highly skewed distribution will
harm system performance. In previous, the training data has to be reduced
due to the data imbalance although potentially useful information may be
lost [2, 7].
In this paper, we propose an approach to alleviate the data imbalance problem without the data reduction. Our approach is based on language model smoothing. Specifically, we compare two smoothing methods: Jelinek-Mercer smoothing[20] and Dirichlet prior smoothing[21].
2
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The two methods perform similarly in traditional information retrieval
[22]. Interestingly, in entity linking the Dirichlet prior smoothing is efficient to the data imbalance problem and outperforms the Jelinek-Mercer
smoothing.
Moreover, since the objective of entity linking is to find the referent
entity rather than the most contextually related texts, the effect of semantic features should not be underestimated. However, in the basic language
model, little semantic information is used. In this paper, we propose a
novel probabilistic model which we call alias model. This model can not
only capture contextual relatedness between the context and entity but
also leverage semantic knowledge in the context to distinguish the referent entity from other contextually related entities. Evaluation on two
benchmark data sets indicates that our proposed method performs better
than the state-of-the-art entity linking significantly.
2

P ROBLEM AND A PPROACH OVERVIEW

Let E be the set of all entities in the real world. K ⊆ E is a knowledge
base. Each entity e ∈ K has a set of attributes, such as names/aliases,
description texts and cross references to other entities, etc.
The entity linking problem is the following: for a name mention m
in a given query document d, find the referent entity e in K, if e ∈
/ K
return NIL. The query name mention and the query document constitute
a query as the input and the referent entity or NIL is the expected output.
We evaluate our approach on two data sets: KBP2009 and KBP2010,
which are taken from the Knowledge Base Population (KBP) Track[23, 4,
24]. KBP2009 contains 3,904 queries, in which all the query documents
are newswire articles. KBP2010 contains 2,250 queries. The query documents of 1,500 queries are newswire articles and the rest 750 are web
texts. KBP2009 and KBP2010 share the same knowledge base which is
derived from Wikipedia and contains 818,741 entities. In both of the data
sets, over a half of the referent entities (2229/3904 and 1230/2250) are
absent from the track knowledge base and should be labeled as NIL.
The entity linking task can be broken down into two steps: candidate
generation and candidate ranking. For the first step, the system selects
candidate entities which may be represented in the form of the query
name. This step reduces the cost from computing all entities down to a
much smaller set of entities. For the second step, the system ranks the
candidates and output the top rank candidate. In this paper, we mainly
focus on the ranking method and use a simple method to detect the NIL
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answer: if the candidate set is empty or the top ranked entity is absent
from the track knowledge base then return NIL.
3

C ANDIDATE G ENERATION

The goal of the candidate generation is to obtain as many potential entities
as possible for the given query name. Wikipedia provides disambiguation pages and redirect pages from which the candidates can be obtained.
However the coverage of this method is not enough for this task because
the query name may not be included in the disambiguation pages and the
redirect pages. In this work, we explore the name variations for each entity in Wikipedia and construct a name-entity mapping. The candidates
are then generated from this mapping directly.
Given an entity, we extract its names from the following sources in
Wikipedia: title, redirect page titles, disambiguation page titles, bold text
in the first paragraph of the entity, name field in the Infobox (e.g. “name”,
“birth name” or “nick name”), and the anchor text of the hyperlinks
which link to the entity.
We use the Jun. 20, 2011 version of English Wikipedia dump. In
all 140.7 million name-entity pairs which contain 17.3 million names
and 3.7 million entities. The name-entity mapping also includes the cooccurrence frequency of the name-entity pairs in Wikipedia. We published this data so that researchers can reproduce our results.
In general, acronym name is more ambiguous than the relevant full
name and hence is more difficult to be disambiguated. For example, the
acronym ABC can be mapped to 79 entities in our name-entity mapping.
Meanwhile, the full name All Basotho Convention is unambiguous. Fortunately, in some cases the acronyms can be extended to their full forms
according to the query document. The following cases are considered:
– The acronym is in a pair of parentheses and the full name is in front
of the acronym. (e.g. ... the newly-formed All Basotho Convention
(ABC) is far from certain ...)
– The full name is in a pair of parentheses and the acronym is in front
of the full name. (e.g. ... at a time when the CCP (Chinese Communist
Party) claims ...)
– The acronym consists of the initial letters of the full name words.
(e.g. ... leaders of Merkel’s Christian Democratic Union ... CDU ...)
Given a query name, if it is an acronym, we first attempt to extend its
acronym in the query document and then substitute the query name with
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the full name. We search the query name in the name-entity mapping and
obtain the corresponding candidate entities.
The candidate generation recalls for the non-NIL queries are 91.6%
and 94.9% on KBP2009 and KBP2010 data set respectively. Table 1
shows the number of all unique candidates and the average number of
candidates per query.
Table 1. Result of the candidate generation on KBP2009 and KBP2010 data set.
Data Set
# of queries
# of non-NIL queries
# of unique candidates
# of candidates/query
Recall of non-NIL queries

4

KBP2009
3904
1675
7706
22
91.6%

KBP2010
2250
1020
23682
35
95.4%

C ANDIDATE R ANKING

In this section, we present a probabilistic model for the candidate ranking.
Next we show the data imbalance between popular and unpopular entities and present how to alleviate the imbalance in the model estimation.
Then we propose a novel probabilistic model for entity linking, the alias
model, which can improve system performance by leveraging semantic
knowledge.
4.1 Probabilistic Model
In this model, a document is considered as “generated” from a word distribution (e.g. language model). In this sense, the query document d is
generated in the following steps: the document author first chooses the
entity in mind (the knowledge base), as well as the corresponding name
he/she wants to present, and then selects contextual words according to
the language model of the entity.
Formally, let e and m denote the referent entity and the mention to be
disambiguated. The objective function of entity linking is:
e∗ = arg max P (e, m)P (d|e)
e

(1)
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where P (e, m) is the prior probability of e and m, and P (d|e) is the
generative probability of d from the model of e.
Let f (e, m) denote the co-occurrence frequency of entity e and its
mention m in the name-entity mapping. The maximum likelihood estimation of the prior probability is
f (m, e)
0 0
e0 ,n0 f (n , e )

P (e, m) = P

(2)

where e0 ∈ K, n0 ∈ N (e0 ). N (e0 ) is the set of all names of e0 . P (e, m) is
the probability of a random observed entity-name pair (e0 , n0 ) is just the
pair (e, m) we concern.
The unigram language model assigns the probability
Y
P (d|e) =
P (t|θe )
(3)
t∈d

This is the likelihood of the query document d according to the model
of entity e. P (t|θe ) is the probability of document term t generated by
the model of e. Here we assume the terms are sampled from a multinomial distribution. The model parameter θe is the multinomial distribution
parameter over terms.
The query document is modeled as a bag of terms surrounding the
mention m within a window in d. In our approach a term is a name in
the name-entity mapping. In our experiment, we extract the terms from
the document by using forward maximum matching algorithm which is
adopted from word segmentation [25]. We set the window size 50 according to the setting of [26].
Let C(e) denote a bag of terms taken from the training text of e. Let
c(t, C(e)) be the count of t in C(e). The maximum likelihood estimation
of P (t|θe ) is
c(t, C(e))
(4)
PM L (t|θe ) =
|C(e)|
P
where |C(e)| = t0 ∈V c(t0 , C(e)) is the length of the training text and
V is the set of all names in the name-entity mapping.
4.2

Data Imbalance

In previous methods, the entity model is usually trained by using the
entity-description text (e.g. the Wikipedia page of the entity). However,
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this modeling suffers from sparseness because the lengths of many entitydescription texts are not enough to train robust models. In this work,
we overcome the sparseness by leveraging extensive corpus (i.e. the entity document). The corpus is automatically derived from all the articles
which contain a hyperlink leading to the entity to be modeled. However,
the entity document lengths vary dramatically from popular entities to
unpopular entities (e.g. from millions of terms to several terms). Figure 1 shows the entity document length distribution on two data sets.
Note that the vertical axis is in log scale. From the curves we can see that
the distribution approximately obeys Zipf’s law[27]. On the both data
sets, the longest entity document is United States, which contains
118 million terms. The average entity document length on KBP2009 and
KBP2010 are 1.61 × 105 and 1.42 × 105 , respectively. And the standard
deviations are 1.70 × 106 and 1.20 × 106 , respectively. This means that
the entity document length distribution is highly imbalanced.

Fig. 1. Entity document length distribution over all the candidates on KBP2009
and KBP2010. The horizontal axis is the candidates ranked by the entity document length. The vertical axis is the entity document length in logarithm scale.

The data imbalance problem is common in knowledge bases because
popular entries always have longer description texts and are cited by more
articles than unpopular ones. As the growth of the knowledge bases, this
information gap will be even larger. Because highly skewed distribution
will harm system performance, the training corpus has to be reduced:
drop some of the citation articles[2], or set a window around the citation
of the entity[7]. Obviously, in this way some useful information about
the entity will be lost. In this paper, we propose to employ all the entity-
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related text for the training and alleviate the imbalance based on smoothing method.
4.3 Smoothing
Because in the maximum likelihood estimation PM L (t|θe ), the probability of unseen terms in C(e) is zero, assigning non-zero probability
according to some “background knowledge” to the unseen terms (i.e.
smoothing) is critical to the accuracy of the model. The “background
knowledge” here is the occurrence probability of t in the whole training
corpus collection, which is called background model.
P
0
e0 ∈K c(t, C(e ))
(5)
P (t|θb ) = P
0
e0 ∈K |C(e )|
where θb denotes the parameter of the background model.
A direct smoothing is to combine the maximum likelihood estimate
and the background model by linear interpolation. This method is also
called Jelinek-Mercer smoothing (JM)[20], which is widely used in traditional information retrieval.
P (t|θe ) = λPM L (t|θe ) + (1 − λ)P (t|θb )

(6)

where λ ∈ (0, 1) is a smoothing parameter to control the proportion of
the background model.
JM assigns the same background model proportion for each entity.
However, if a small λ is assigned to a “long” (entity document length)
entity, the distribution feature of the entity will be diluted by the background model. On the other hand, if a big λ is assigned to a “short” entity,
the estimate of the entity model will be sparse. Since the entity document
length varies dramatically, it is difficult to find a proper λ to provide good
estimates for both “long” and “short” entities.
An alternate smoothing, Dirichlet prior smoothing (DP)[21], adds
background model into the conjugate prior of the language model. The
smoothed estimate is
P (t|θe ) =

|C(e)|
µ
PM L (t|θe ) +
P (t|θb )
|C(e)| + µ
|C(e)| + µ

(7)

where µ is a smoothing parameter.
Comparing with JM, DP also interpolates maximum likelihood estimate with background model. But the interpolation coefficient in DP is
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affected by the length of the entity document. For a fixed µ, the model of
a “short” entity will be close to the background model, and the model of
a “long” entity will be close to the maximum likelihood estimate. Therefore, both of the ”short” and the ”long” entities can benefit from this
estimation at the same time. In the experiment section, we will show that
the DP can alleviate the data imbalance and outperforms JM significantly.
4.4

Alias Model

Language modeling approaches can capture contextual relatedness between texts. However, a drawback of basic language model is that only
the term features are used. In this work, we combine the contextual language model and more discriminative semantic features in a probabilistic
framework.
Intuitively, if several different names/aliases or an unambiguous name
of a candidate is observed in the document, the confidence on this candidate will increase. How to incorporate the name features into the model
is a problem. To this end, we propose a alias model which highlights the
name variations of the referent entity in the document.
Let n denote one of the names/aliases of e, we have
X
X
P (e, m, d) =
P (n, e, m, d) = P (e, m)P (d|e)
P (n|e, d)
n∈N (e)

n∈N (e)

(8)
where P (e, m) and P (d|e) can be estimated as in the basic language
model. We approximate the sum factor by
X
X
P (n|e, d) =
P (n|e)
(9)
n∈N (e)

n∈N (e)

T

d

The maximum likelihood estimation of P (n|e) is
P (n|e) =

f (n, e)
f (n, e)
=P
0
f (e)
n0 ∈N (e) f (n , e)

(10)

where f (e) is the frequency of entity e in the name-entity mapping.
Table 2 shows an example of how the basic language model can be
improved by the name variations in the query document. In this example,
the query name mention is UT and the referent entity is University
of Tampa. In the basic language model, the score3 of University
3

Here the score is log(P (e, m, d)).
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of Texas at Austin is much higher than other candidates including University of Tampa because the former entity is more contextual related to the query document. But if we notice that an alias,
Tampa, of University of Tampa appears in the query document,
our confidence on linking UT to University of Tampa will be higher.
In the alias model the score of University of Tampa increases
and is higher than University of Texas at Austin. The name
variations such as Tampa may appear in the language model of the string
University of Tampa too, but the weight of these important features
will be diluted by the large size of the entity document. In the alias model,
such semantic discriminative terms are emphasized separately.
Table 2. An example of the model comparison (using Dirichlet prior smoothing).
P
f (n, e)
f (e)
P (n|e) BLM score AM score
UT Tampa
University 14
0 6,901 0.0020
–256.44 –262.64
of Texas
at Austin
University 3 114 449 0.2606
–260.66 –262.00
of Tampa
Candidates (e)

5

E XPERIMENTS

The evaluation metric is micro-averaged accuracy across the query set,
that is, the proportion of the queries which are labeled the correct entity
id in knowledge base (or NIL) by the system.
In order to compare with the previous systems, the first evaluation was
conducted on KBP2009. We compared our methods with the top three
system performances in the track (Siel 093, QUANTA1 and htlcoe1) and
four systems reported in [7]:
– The cosine similarity-based method on bag of words features: BoW
[2];
– The link similarity based method: TopicIndex[28];
– The improved link based method using machine learning techniques
to balance the semantic relatedness, commonness and context quality: Learning2Link[29];
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– The entity-mention model proposed by [7]: EMM. EMM is a language model based system with Jelinek-Mercer smoothing but is
trained on balanced training data.
The systems that we implemented are trained on extensive training
texts, including the basic language model based methods using JelinekMercer smoothing and Dirichlet prior smoothing respectively: BLM-JM,
BLM-DP and the alias model using the two smoothing methods: AM-JM,
AM-DP.
The system performances on KBP data sets are shown in Table 3,
where the three columns represent the system performance on: All queries
(All), in-knowledge-base-answer queries (inKB) and NIL-answer queries
(NIL) respectively. The results of BLM-JM, AM-JM, BLM-DP and AMDP are optimal over the smoothing parameters which we have searched.
AM-DP* on KBP2009 is the empirical optimal AM-DP result tuned on
KBP2010 and AM-DP* on KBP2010 is tuned on KBP2009. The optimal
values of λ and µ are shown in Table 4.

Table 3. Results on the KBP data set.
(b) KBP2010

(a) KBP2009
All
Siel 093
0.82
QUANTA1
0.80
hltcoe1
0.79
BoW
0.72
TopicIndex
0.80
Learning2Link 0.83
EMM
0.86
BLM-JM
0.84
AM-JM
0.86
BLM-DP
0.87
AM-DP
0.88
AM-DP*
0.88

inKB
0.77
0.77
0.71
0.77
0.65
0.73
0.79
0.75
0.77
0.81
0.81
0.81

NIL
0.86
0.83
0.87
0.65
0.91
0.90
0.90
0.91
0.92
0.91
0.93
0.93

LCC
Siel
CMCRC
KL
BLM-JM
AM-JM
BLM-DP
AM-DP
AM-DP*

All
0.86
0.82
0.82
0.85
0.84
0.85
0.88
0.88
0.88

inKB
0.79
0.72
0.74
0.81
0.79
0.79
0.84
0.84
0.84

NIL
0.91
0.90
0.89
0.87
0.89
0.90
0.90
0.91
0.91

As can be seen from Table 3(a), on KBP2009, our proposed method
(i.e. AM-DP*) outperforms the best ranking system in the KBP track
2009 by 6% improvement. Compared with the BoW, TopicIndex, and
Learning2Link baselines, our proposed method gets 16%, 8%, 5% im-
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provements respectively. Our method also performs significantly better
than the state-of-the-art method: EMM (under Z-test with p < 0.01).
Table 4. Optimal parameters of Jelinek-Mercer (JM) smoothing and Dirichlet
prior (DP) smoothing on KBP2009 and KBP2010 data sets.
Smoothing JM(λ)
Data Set 2009 2010
BLM
0.8 0.9
AM
0.75 0.7

DP(µ ×106 )
2009 2010
3.7 4.0
3.7 4.0

Table 3(b) shows the system performances on KBP2010. We compared our method with the top three systems in the track (LCC, Siel
and CMCRC) and a recently proposed KL-divergence based method:
KL[30]. Our proposed method also outperforms the best system significantly (p < 0.05).
On the both data sets, the alias model performs better than the basic
language model. DP outperforms JM significantly (p < 0.01) in the basic
language model (up to 4%). AM-DP outperforms BLM-JM significantly
by 4% (p < 0.01.).
The improvement of the alias model on KBP2009 is more than that
on KBP2010. This is because the KBP2009 query documents are all news
articles which are rich in names whereas the KBP2010 query documents
consist of news and web text. Therefore, the number of effective aliases
in each document of KBP2009 are more than KBP2010 on average. This
indicates that the alias model performs better on the query documents
which are rich in names.
6

C ONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we propose to use extensive entity-related corpus to overcome the sparseness problem in the entity modeling of entity linking.
Due to the highly skewed distribution of the entities, the training data for
the entity modeling is highly imbalanced. We investigate language modeling based approaches and find that Dirichlet prior smoothing performs
better than Jelinek-Mercer smoothing because it can leverage the length
of entity entity’s training text. The property of Dirichlet prior smoothing
makes it suitable for the data imbalance scenario. We further combine the
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contextual language modeling and name variation feature in a probabilistic framework and propose an alias model. Experimental results on two
standard test sets show that the Dirichlet prior smoothing performs better
than Jelinek-Mercer smoothing and our proposed model outperforms the
state-of-the-art performance significantly.
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